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1 - "What a Day"

Tobi�s True Fear
Chapter 1 �What a day�
Tobi woke up to see his best friend Scott still asleep. He smiled when one of Scott�s black cat ears
twitch, the young man must be dreaming. Tobi got out of bed and put his shirt on; he went to the living
room to get his shoes for work. He is an assassin for these people they hire the best to kill people that
they were ordered to get, one of the greatest assassins died from falling to a terrible death the body was
never found,
Tobi went to the roof he jumped off letting his wings come and he flew off leaving a sleeping Scott at
home.
A few hours passed and Scott woke up from his cat nap he went into the kitchen smiling, he had to get
ready for work, he had to go model for the cover of �Sexy Males Magazines� he knew Tobi bought them,
he found them while he was cleaning he smiled when saw the blush on the young man�s face. Salem
and Miki let them since the girls were so embarrassed to have inner perverts so they gave them an
apartment to live in.
And Scott liked it; he got to be with a young man that he loved and adored. They never noticed how
close they were getting, Tobi started to sleep in Scott�s room since the thunder storm that happened a
few months ago. Tobi said he�ll be out of his room when he got over the thunder storm thing, but Scott
wanted Tobi to stay in his room as long as he liked.
Scott grabbed his bag and left for work, Tobi wouldn�t be home for a few hours.

15 hours passed and Tobi was home covered in blood, which was the messiest assassination he had to
do in this job. When he put his stuff down the door opened to show Scott covered with women�s lip-stick
kisses on his face, clothes torn, a few nail marks on the man�s torso and chest. Scott smiled when he
saw Tobi, �How was work?�
Tobi felt a little jealousy that these rapid fan girls�s were hurting his Scott, �It was okay except that I�m
covered in blood.�
Scott almost gagged from the scent of blood, but it was Tobi�s job to be an assassin, �I just attack by fan
girls and boys.�
Tobi felt even more jealousy rise in him, �How dare they touch my Scott!?�
Scott noticed that Tobi was getting angry that his fans were getting to him, �Tobi? I didn�t get raped or
anything if that makes you feel better.�
It made Tobi feels a little better to hear that, Scott was very important to him, �So you�re not to badly
hurt?�
Scott smiled softly with a light blush on his face, �I�m fine To&� not finishing what he was about to say
Scott fallen to the floor from the smell of to much blood.
Tobi gasped when Scott fainted, �SCOTT!?�
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
2 hours passed and Scott was awakening feeling a little dizzy then he remembered that he fainted from
the smell of so much blood in one place. He sighed then saw so of the nail marks were still on his chest
which really stinted a little now that he remembered it.
�Tobi?� Scott looked a little sad not to see his friend by him till he heard a crash from the kitchen,
�TOBI!?�



This day just got a whole lot worse.

To Be Continued&.



2 - "I have to Kill Who?"

Tobi�s true fear
Chapter 2 �I have to kill Who?�

Tobi hit the counter in the kitchen with a scream of pain. The dark figure hit Tobi again, Tobi tried to fight
back, but he just kept get hit over and over again.
�TOBI!?� Scott called out.
Tobi was now was in some much fear, what if this man killed Scott when the man came in, �SCOTT!�
Scott slammed opened the door then used his feline reflexes to get out of the way of an attack, he saw
Tobi on the floor bleeding. His eyes turned blood red with anger, no one hurts Tobi.
Tobi watched the man and Scott fight, the man tried to strike at Scott, but Scott�s feline actions were
fast.
Scott pinned the man on the floor growling with a mix of a hiss his eyes never turned back to their
normal color, �Never come near my territory or anything that is mine.� Scott hissed. The man got up and
ran out, Scott made sure that their intruder was gone then he turned to Tobi.
Tobi looked into the older man�s eyes, they were back to their normal color, but they weren�t happy.
Scott was sad and some other emotions.
�Are you alright Tobi-kun?� Scott asked walking towards the young male.
Tobi nodded slowly scared that Scott might shout at him. But instead Scott hugged him close, �No one
hurts you.� His hug got a little tighter, �no one.�
Tobi knew Scott feeling a little protective now so he hugged Scott back, �its okay Scott, I�m fine.�
Scott loosened his grip from his friend to look in green eyes then noticed the broken glasses, he slowly
takes the glasses off of Tobi, and he knew Tobi couldn�t see really well without his glasses, �Scott?�
No answer, instead he got a pair of warm lips on his and blushed. When the kiss was over Scott fixed
the broken glasses and put them back on Tobi.
Tobi looked at the soft smile Scott gave him and blushed redder, �Scott? What was that for?�
Scott smiled still, �Cuz I like you Tobi.�
Tobi thought he would never hear those words from Scott, Tobi wanted to kiss Scott back, but a knock
came on the door.
Scott got up and answered the door, �Can I&� he was cut of by a kiss on his lips.
Tobi saw the other male and growled.
�Hiya Scott baby.� The brown haired man smiled, �Did you miss me?�
Scott pushed him of, �Damn it Tenshi! Why did you kiss me?�
Tenshi, brown hair, brown eyes, also wore glasses, same age as Tobi, and was also a Neko like Scott.
Tobi got up getting in front of Scott, �Stay away Tenshi.�
Tenshi growled, �Who�s this Scott?�
�This is Tobi.� Scott said pulling the jealous demon away from the other male �Is it okay if you go to your
room Tenshi?�
Tenshi sighed, but he left leaving the two alone.
�Tobi? Are you jealous?� Scott asked smiling wickedly.
�I�m not jealous!� Tobi shouted.
Scott grabbed Tobi and kissed then young demon, �I think you are.�



�Why did he kiss you?� Tobi asked, �and why did he call you baby?�
Scott blushed, �He thinks he�s more of the man then me�
�The kiss?�
Scott shrugged blushing, �Well you better get used to Tenshi, cuz he�s going to live here.�
Tobi�s jaw dropped, �WHAT!?�
�He called me to let him stay in apartment; he�s staying in your old room.� Scott said.
�Why?� cried Tobi.
�Cuz you�re sharing my room.� Scott pointed out.
Tobi was about to say something till the assassin leaders came in, �Tobi. You have another mission.�
Tobi looked at Scott, �He better not do anything I might catch you two doing something that will never
make me talk to you anymore Scott Osama.�
Scott watched his friend leave then sighed, �Tenshi? Watch the apartment while I�m gone.�
Tenshi nodded watching Scott leave, when Scott was gone Tenshi went to look around, he went to
Scott�s room who was sharing with Tobi. He found some pictures of Tobi and Scott together; there was
one when they were all at Miki�s house and Scott drank to much, Tobi and Scott singing, Scott and
Tenshi on the couch asleep, and two with Scott kissing Tobi and Tenshi on the cheeks.
Tenshi felt a little jealous that Tobi got to be in the same room as Scott, he knew Scott longer, was Scott
going to forget him? NO! Scott would never do that to people he cared for.
Tobi was shocked when he read the request to kill Scott, who want to kill Scott?
�Scott Osama?� Tobi asked scared.
The assassin leaders nodded, �He�s actually a murder in his past life. These are his records.�
Tobi looked through them and gasped when he saw how many people and assassins he killed, �But I
haven�t seen him kill anyone, he�s just a model!�
�A model is to hide who he really is.� One of the assassin leaders said.
Tobi looked at the paper, �I won�t do it!�
�You have to.�
�NO!�
�TOBI! YOU DON�T HAVE A CHOICE!� they shouted.
Tobi knew they were right so he nodded holding back tears and disappeared.
Scott jumped to next roof and landed safely, �I stopped killing people for a reason.�
�Scott?� came Tobi�s voice behind him.
Scott turned around to see Tobi holding something, �Tobi? What is that?�
�I�m sorry.� Tobi let little tears fall.
�What?�

To Be Continued&



3 - Hospital

Tobi�s True Fear
Chapter 3 �Hospital�

Tobi charged after Scott slashing the blade at the man.
Scott quickly moved to avoid the slash, but it cut his shirt, �Tobi? What are you doing?�
Tobi charged again, �Someone wants you dead Scott.�
�What?!� Scott gasped avoiding another attack that more of his shirt, �But who wants me dead?�
�I can�t tell you!� Tobi charged again, �It�s the rules!�
Scott jumped into the air avoiding another attack, �Tobi! Please! Stop!� Scott pleaded to the young man
to stop attacking him.
�I can�t!� Tobi cried jumping for Scott, �They won�t let me.�
Scott landed on the roof of another building, he rolled on the ground stopping his bone breaking fall, and
quickly got up, �I guess I have to fight you?�
Tobi landed charging for Scott once again, �If you want to live.�
�But I don�t want to hurt you Tobi.� Scott said avoiding another attack.
�I don�t want to kill you Scott, but I�m not ready to die.� Tobi cried,
Scott saw the tears, he waited for Tobi to get closer so he could get behind the young male.
Tobi attacked again, but Scott moved behind him.
Scott was about to grab the man, he was almost there till something teared through his skin, the muscle,
then one of his organs. He looked down to see a silver blade covered with his blood, �T-Tobi?�
Tobi looked at the man with tear filled eyes, �I�m sorry.�
Scott kissed Tobi�s forehead, �I love you Tobi-Kun.�
Tobi watched Scott fall to the roof ground, �S-Scott?�
Scott closed his eyes slowly breathing really fast from the pain.
Tobi bent down, �Scott?� no answer, so he tried to pick the man up and flew to the closes hospital.
Machines beat when Scott breathed or when his heart beat pulsed.
Tobi watched the man in the bed those words were stuck in his head, �I love you Tobi-Kun.�
Tobi shock his head trying not to cry more, he heard the door opened to show Salem, Miki, Mimi, and
Tenshi.
�How�s he doing?� Salem asked putting the red roses down.
�I don�t know.� Tobi looked at Scott again, �Doctor said that he might not make it.� Tobi covered his eyes
and started to cry, �It�s my fault Scott is here!�
Tenshi pinned Tobi to the wall growling, �If Scott dies! I�m going to kill you!�
Tobi was about to shout at Tenshi till he heard a low sound, �Don�t you dear Tenshi, or I�ll never forgive
you!�
Everyone looked at Scott the man�s eyes were still closed, but they could see his fangs and a low growl.
�He stabbed you Scott!� Tenshi screamed.
Scott slowly opened his eyes to look at Tenshi, �I know Tenshi, but I forgave him.�
Tenshi let go of Tobi growling, �I�m watching you.�
Miki went to Scott�s side, �Hi Scott. How do you feel?�
Scott smiled, �A little better, just don�t bring Dr. Zoidburg in here.�
�Scott? That�s who your doctor is.� Salem said.



Scott�s jaw dropped, �WHAT!?�
Tobi smiled when he saw Scott angry, it made him believe that is going to stay on earth with all that
energy.
�Well we better go.� Everyone said leaving Scott and Tobi alone.
�Are you going back to the apartment?� Scott asked.
Tobi shook his head, �I rather stay with you Scott.�
Scott smiled, �Good. Cuz I think I might need you here to protect me from Dr. Zoidburg.�
Tobi laughed when he heard that, �I�ll make sure he won�t hurt you to bad Scott.�
Scott started laughing to, �Tobi?�
�Hem?� Tobi looked at Scott.
�Are you allowed to sleep in my bed?� Scott asked, �Those chairs don�t look very comfortable to sleep
in.�
�You just got stabbed Scott, wouldn�t you hurt?� Tobi asked.
�Nah.� Scott snorted, �I�ll be-� Scott clenched his side in pain, �okay! It hurts a little, but I don�t to be
alone!� Scott cried.
Tobi sighed with a smile and got in the bed with Scott, he laid his head on the man�s chest listing to his
heart beat then smelled Scott, �You smell good.�
Scott blushed no matter how many times he heard that he�ll blush.
Tobi fell asleep in Scott�s arms.
Scott smiled then went to sleep himself.

To Be Continued&



4 - Say What Now?

Tobi�s True Fear
Chapter 4 �Say What Now?�

Scott yawned holding the smaller body closer, that�s when he started hearing voices, �Who�s there?� He
looked around the dark room, his feline eyes were better than his human.
When he looked at the window he saw a figure rush by which made Scott stay on his guard.
Tobi felt Scott tensed so he looked up, �What�s wrong Scott?�
Scott smiled softly, �Nothing.� He petted Tobi�s hair, �Go back to sleep.�
Tobi looked vat Scott one last time then went back to sleep.
Scott put his head down back on the pillow trying to sleep, but he was on alert now that he saw that
figure pass.

The morning sun hit Scott�s face to wake the older man.
He looked down his chest to see Tobi still asleep and smiled till he saw something at the end of the bed,
�Hello?�
The thing popped up, it was Zoidburg, and �You two didn�t have sex did you?�
Scott blushed like mad and was waving his hands fast, �NO! NO! HE&I&THE CHAIR&!�
Zoidburg laughed, �Well wake up your lover cuz we need to do some tests.�
Scott shook Tobi�s shoulder, �Wake up Tobi.�
Tobi groaned, but he woke up looking at Scott, �What?�
�You need to get up.� Scott smile was small.
Tobi knew if Scott smiled like that something always went wrong, �What�s wrong?�
Scott petted Tobi�s head, �I just need to get some tests done.�
Tobi got off watching Scott lay back in the bed and the nurse took him to the x-ray room, �I�m not going
any where Tobi.� Scott paused, �I promise.�
Tobi feared that the promise was never going to be kept, his mind was going with the negative, but his
heart told him Scott meant it.

Tobi watched the doctor and nurses work around Scott.
The man�s hair wasn�t in a ponytail anymore, his body was covered in white sheet, and Tobi was worried
when he saw the tools that will be used on Scott.
Scott opened his eyes to see Tobi and lifted one of his hands and waved slowly with a smile on his face,
Tobi sadly smiled and waved back.
Dr. Zoidburg told Scott to put his hand down and Scott did so.

Hours passed and Tobi saw his friends come in, but he looked down.
�Scott better still be a live.� Tenshi warned with a small growl.
Tobi looked at the bracelet Scott gave him, it was rose courts, and Scott said that if your heart was in
pain the bracelet will heal it he also said that it can bring love. He looked at the window; he got up to see
Scott�s eyes closed, he was breathing which was good to know.
The nurses freaked out when Scott�s body started moving violently and started puking, the machine that
pulsed with Scott�s heart started beating faster and faster.



Then&Scott fell back on the bed not moving at all, not breathing, and his gray blue eyes were blank like
no life was there.
�SCOTT!!!!!� Tobi screamed and ran throw the doors to by the man�s side.
Zoidburg stopped him, �No. I�m so sorry to say this but&� He looked in Tobi�s sad green eyes, �he�s
gone.�
Tobi looked at the lifeless body and started crying, �YOU BASTER!!!! TOU PROMISED!!!!� Tobi let angry
tears run fast, �YOU LIED TO ME!!!!�
Tenshi ran in there looking at the blank gray blue eyes, �Scott?�
No respond.
Miki ran in then stopped and started crying on Jacob�s chest, Salem cried on Tack�s.
The nurse picked up the body to clean it up.
�Scott&� Tobi reached out to hold Scott�s hand, but couldn�t reach.

Scott Osama was gone.

To be continued&



5 - Good Bye then Hello

Tobi�s true fear
Chapter 5 �Good bye then Hello�

Tobi looked at the pictures of Scott, the smiles, the laughs, everything. He looked at Scott�s blue gray
eyes then saw another picture with Scott having blue green eyes, this was weird to Tobi, and he only
saw Scott with the gray blue eyes.
Tenshi came in to see Tobi alone in the room, �Hey.�
�Hey.� Tobi whipped his eyes, �Why are you here.�
Tenshi faced Tobi and gave the other male a hug, �He loved you too.�
Tobi hugged Tenshi back not knowing why, for some reason this man was kind of like Scott, but the
same age as him.
�What did Scott mean to you Tenshi?� Tobi asked.
�He was a friend I never had, I loved him.� Tenshi said, �To be truthful he loved all his friends.�
Tobi let go of Tenshi and Tenshi did the same, �I�m not going to blame you for Scott�s death.�
�Why?� Tobi asked, �Was it something Scott said?�
Tenshi shrugged, �I think it will make Scott happy if I didn�t hurt you.�
Tobi looked at the two pictures of Scott with different eye color, �Have you seen Scott with these types of
eyes?� Tobi showed Tenshi the pictures.
�Yeah. The greenish blue eyes are Scott�s other half.� Tenshi said looking at the eyes.
�Scott�s other half?� Tobi asked.
Tenshi nodded, �Yeah that was the side Scott knew that a murder happened to someone and if they
want revenge, Scott will grant it.�
Tobi looked at the picture, �So it was this Scott that killed and not the Scott we know?�
Tenshi nodded and saw Tobi run out the door, �Where are you going!?�
�To bring Scott back!� Tobi called back.
Tenshi watched Tobi leave then looked went into Scott�s room to see the body gone, �No.�

It was so dark to see, but Tobi kept running till something told his body to stop to look behind him. So he
turned to see Scott standing there with a torn black cape, black jeans, black boots, black long sleeve
shirt, and a strange mark on the man�s left eye.
�S-Scott?� Tobi asked scared.
Scott nodded, �It me Tobi.� He held out his arms, �Come here.�
Tobi walked towards the man, but then felt something wrong, he looked into the man�s eyes and
gasped, �You�re not Scott! You�re his other half!�
�Smart.� The other Scott laughed, �He named me Yama.�
Tobi backed up, �Stay away from me.�
�How can I love?� Yama asked walking towards Tobi, �I�m just like Scott just&evil.�
Tobi backed up, �Where�s the real Scott? And don�t call me love.�
Yama laughed, �Scott�s in the spirit world sleeping.�
Tobi clenched his fist, �Where!?�
Yama looked away, �I�ll tell you, but&�



Tobi didn�t like the sound of that.
�You have to have sex with me.� The man purred, �Then Scott can have his turn.�
Tobi smacked Yama, �NEVER!�
Yama laughed, �Alright. He�s in Haiti.�
�Why there?� Tobi asked.
Yama laughed, �That�s where Scott first died.�
Tobi ran and started to fly, �I have to get to Rome!�
Yama watched Tobi leave then smiled, �Let�s go see how Tenshi is doing.�

Tobi walked through the dark cave to get to Haiti, then he saw spirits some good some evil. He flew over
the people to find Scott then smiled to see the man.
�Scott?� Tobi reached out to see gray blue eyes.
�T-Tobi?� Scott asked with a small smile.
They hugged and started to cry.
�We have to go!� Tobi said, �Yama is loose.�
�Yama?� the man that looked like Scott asked scared, �Did he do anything to you?�
Tobi shook his head, �Scott what�s wrong?�
The man stood up, �There�s something you must know Tobi.�
Tobi watched the man�s clothes turn into white robes, feathered white wings appeared, his hair back in a
ponytail, and a mark came on his right eye.
�What the?� Tobi gasped.
�I�m the angle guardian.� The man said, �my name is Destiny, Yama is the opposite of what I am.�
Tobi looked at the white wings, �An angle?�
Destiny nodded, �now come. We have to stop Yama.�
Tobi nodded, ��Kay.�

They were flying thru the city looking for Yama.
�What happen if you and Yama join bodies again?� Tobi asked.
Destiny looked at Tobi, �Then Scott will live again, but I�ll control over Yama when were back.�
Tobi saw something move then pinned him to the roof of a building, �Hello love.�
Yama licked one of Tobi�s pointy ears smiling, �Did you miss me?�
Tobi pushed Yama off, �Don�t touch me!�
�YAMA!!!� Destiny�s voice came behind.
Yama looked behind to see angle Destiny, �Well hello Destiny.�
Destiny got in a fighting position, �This is just between us.�
Yama smiled, �We�ll play later my little demon.�
The fight started and Tobi watched.
White light came from Destiny and dark light came from Yama.
Destiny got hit and crashed into the ground 100ft in the air.
�DESTINY!!!�

To be continued&



6 - "The Evil, the Good"

Tobi�s True Fear
Chapter 6 �The Evil, the Good�

Tobi watched Destiny fall to the ground and crash, he flew down where Destiny landed and got down to
look over Destiny over, �Destiny?�
(A/N: This when Destiny and Yama talk fancy so I hope Salem won�t kill me for it.)
Destiny got up shakily looking in emerald green eyes, then quickly as light he got Tobi and himself out of
the way.
Tobi was stunned by the fast speed, so he just stared at Destiny, till Yama came in front of them.
�Why don�t thou take thee poor child?� Yama asked.
�Cuz I won�t do that to him.� Destiny said calmly.
Yama stared at Destiny, Destiny walked up to Yama, �Did thou do it to me?�
Yama felt his heart, a heart that hasn�t beat for a million years, beat to hear that question, �Destiny?�
Destiny stood there looking at Yama, �Well Yama?�
Yama just stared at Destiny, and was about to drop his weapon till a long, silver sward went through his
torso. Destiny and Tobi eyes widened with shock.
�D-Destiny,� Yama reached out to touch Destiny, but collapsed to the ground bleeding.
Destiny felt tears go do his face and he fell to his knees still looking at Yama, �Y-Yama?� Destiny
reached out to touch the man and cried more when Yama didn�t flinch, �YAMA!�
Tobi watched Destiny flip Yama on to his back listing to Destiny yelling at Yama not to give up.
Yama slowly opened his eyes looking at Destiny, �You look so beautiful erotas.�
Destiny cried into Yama�s chest, �S�agapo!�
Yama smiled to hear those words again, �S�agapo.�
Tobi listened to the two words and watched Yama hug Destiny, while Destiny cry on Yama�s chest, then
he saw a man on top of a building watching. Tobi wanted to scream at the man, but he heard Yama say
something.
�It�s time that thy were to bring Scott back before it�s to late.� Yama whispered, �That�s why we joined
together, remember?�
Destiny smiled and nodded letting tears fall, �I wish we could see our son.�
Yama laughed, not evil, not happy, but a sad laugh, �Yeah.�
Tobi watched Destiny and Yama glowing and saying a spell to join them once again. Tobi gasped when
he now saw Scott on the ground and got up.
�SCOTT!� Tobi called out running towards the man.
Scott got up smiling, �Hi Tobi-Kun!�
Tobi glomped Scott to the ground and kissed the older boy long a deep. Scott held Tobi close.
Tobi was sure he saw Destiny and Yama�s symbols on both of Scott eyes, but they weren�t.
After a few minutes they separated from the kiss panting for breath.
�I�m glad your back Scott.� Tobi cried.
Scott kissed Tobi on the cheek, �I�m glad to be here with you Tobi.�
The two males started kissing again, wanting to know if this was real and it was.



Tobi and Scott were back together once again.

The End

Translation; Erotas- romantic Love
S�agapo- I love you

I hoped you liked it^^
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